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It makes sense that writers who invest time creating great content want to connect with readers who 

crave to read their work. But most of us want to invest our time in blogging, NOT in SEO optimization. So 

use keywords.  

You may become a better blogger in the process! 

Search engines match the intent behind searches. Unless you optimize your “help your kids start raising 

rabbits” blog post, woodworkers may read your post expecting to learn about building a rabbit joint jig. 

To avoid unwanted disappointment, search engines develop content-related algorithms to eliminate 

clutter. Enter keyword optimization. 

Optimizing your blog not only brings readers to your work, it attracts the right readers who will like your 

blog, share it with others, and increase your readership. Everyone wins. 

Your keywords need to be specific to you, your topic, and your content.  

Consider these tips. 

Tip 1: List keywords before you write 
Incorporate keyword selection into your prewriting process to get those creative juices flowing and tune 

into your audience. Jot down a few single words or phrases your potential readers may have in mind. 

• Why do they need your content?  

• What problem do they address?  

• What tools or gear may they need?  

• How can they approach your topic effectively?  

• What benefit will they experience? 

Tip 2: Expand your keywords 
Sometimes readers phrase searches differently than you anticipate. Utilizing a keyword research tool 

may help identify keywords you didn’t think of initially. Some writers subscribe to a detailed SEO tool or 

use a free version like spyfu.com. (Here’s a helpful article by Tim Flemingham on free keyword research 

tools.) You’ll quickly discover how commonly your keywords are searched, and related keywords will be 

offered. Add the best ones to your list and remove the ones that rank low. 

https://www.spyfu.com/hq?b=0
https://timfelmingham.com/free-keyword-research-tools-2019/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwl8XtBRDAARIsAKfwtxABaz6ZZj9iY94o-K9qZ0wssnRs7fiWsjYC0CgPQs_QxZVoTO00NDQaAksIEALw_wcB
https://timfelmingham.com/free-keyword-research-tools-2019/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwl8XtBRDAARIsAKfwtxABaz6ZZj9iY94o-K9qZ0wssnRs7fiWsjYC0CgPQs_QxZVoTO00NDQaAksIEALw_wcB


Tip 3: Consider your competition 
Keywords with really high search volume may be too difficult for you to gain top ranking. Focusing on 

more specialized keywords may provide you with better results. They may also help you create a unique 

approach to write about your topic. 

Tip 4: Incorporate your keywords into your blog while writing 
As you write, incorporate your keywords in headings, picture captions, sub-titles, URL, meta tags, and 

anywhere they make sense. Good writers don’t want to be redundant, but weigh the importance of 

keywords in your phrasing. While editing, include a read-through specifically to optimize how you use 

keywords. 

Tip 5: Don’t go overboard 
One word of caution: Overloading your blog post with redundant keywords creates clunky writing and 

reduces search engine ranking. “Getting started raising rabbits is a great way to start raising rabbits for 

families who want to help their children start raising rabbits” may be going a little overboard.  

Optimizing search engine placement means connecting more readers with your blog. Keywords as an 

SEO tool improves the focus of your writing and helps you increase your impact. 

 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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